Some Say JoS is a Lie?

HP. Hoodedcobra666

Normally, such posts would not go through as all they do is time waste. So, I presume this was only to get an answer. The only purpose here is to set things straight. For once again. The JoS is the largest Satanic group in the whole worldwide web. With the most comprehensive and True system of gaining spiritual power that is tangible. Therefore, it will have many enemies. HPS Maxine is the leader and administrator of it. We also have countless xians, dozens of jews, many serious mental cases and many people who might be ok but weak and quit down the road. Satanism is the spiritual path of the Gentile Soul. Idiots who are clinging on 21st century ideology, are stupid enough to come in Satanism supporting foolish ideologies that were invented so early, or are stupid in general. Spiritual Satanism is the Truth and with enough research, JoS has proven who is the real God and who is the real piece of lies. This of course has moved many of the above individuals to get insane, like anyone in the universe cares about it. The JoS isthe strongest of all groups, also surviving 10 years in the web without getting destroyed, while most groups come and go like flies.

Why? Because there is too much ego and too much weakness involved. The administrators here are people who are aware, spiritually advanced and in communication with the Powers of Hell. Many members have contact with Satan himself and are guided by him. HPS Maxine is one of the most defamed people because she did damage to the enemy on a large scale. People endlessly complain and are so egoistical thinking this should be going how they perceive it. If you love what we do, then you stay and help and advance with Satan. If not, leave and join the armies that defame us.

Just keep one thing in mind, here we have Satan. And you have nobody. We saw over the years people who did run back to the Nazarene get destroyed and how our enemies treated them. Some also mistake free speech for insanity. Many people are mentally instable and want to infect the groups or think we are some sort of clinic (I talk of serious insane cases or infiltrators). We are here to educate, help our people evolve and get Humanity on a higher level. Therefore, we will not waste time on stupid complaints that are most of the time a lie. For one HPS Maxine is just too busy for instance and for two, yahoo makes sure to fuck things up as well with the messages. People who are with us at heart, understand and know as they are with Satan. With others we have no time to waste.

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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